
Race and Reconciliation Week Keynote 
 

“Acknowledging Our Past, Defining Our Future” 
 

2/25/21 
5:00 PM 

  
Technical guidelines 
If possible, avoid wireless connections. If you must use wifi, ensure that no one else on your router is using wifi during the Town 
Hall. Test your computer microphone and consider using a headset if the sound is poor. For this VTHW, plan to keep your 
screen off and your video on mute – except when you are introduced or invited to speak. We’ve been told to expect that this 
large-format Zoom may feel quite different from garden-variety Zoom meetings or class sessions, as none of us will be able to 
see faces or know the names of those who are in the audience. 
  
To log on: 
For LT, Dawson and Dr. G 
  
Click on this link by 4:45 to enter: https://streamyard.com/ysf6wqx98v 
  
For Amy, Holly, Karen, Marcellis: 

1. Go to streamyard.com 
2. Hit login 
3. Enter r.m.beuerlein@tcu.edu and submit. 
4. It will send me the login code. Email me when you have hit submit and I will forward you the 

code I receive. 
5. Enter the broadcast studio for Race and Reconciliation Presents NFL Hall of Famer LaDanian 

Tomlinson ’00 – This will have the 2 TCU icons next to it to note it’s set to go to Facebook and 
YouTube 

  
Schedule 
4:45       All panelists log on  
               If you run into difficulties, please text Dr. Steele @ 817.437.7742 
  
4:55       Rob launches opening slide and welcome music. LT, Dr. G, and Dawson keep video ON and 

sound OFF. 
 
5:00 Rob plays hype video (clip 1) 
  
5:01       Dr. G opens with 1) Statement of Land Acknowledgement, 2) opening about RRI, and 3) 

introduces student athlete Dawson Gordon. 
 
5:05 Dawson turns on audio and introduces LT.   
 
5:06 Rob plays LT1 clip   
 
5:07 LT turns on audio and begins remarks 
 
5:37  Rob plays LT3 clip 
 
5:38  Dr. G facilitates Q&A with LT 
 
5:55 Marcellis, then Dr. G conclude with updates about podcast and reminders about upcoming 
events 
  
5:59 Dr. G signs off with familiar closing (“we are doing the best we can with what we have”) 
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